Introduction

Sensor Location Optimization for Fault Diagnosis in Multi-Fixture Assembly Systems
The eflectiveness of fault diagnosis in assembly is contingent on the eflectiveness of the sensor measurement of assembled parts. Using a diagnosability enhancement methodology for a single fixture, a means to achieve an optimal sensor conjguration for a multi-fixture assembly of sheet met61 parts is proposed. A Hierarchical Group description of the assembly is used to build a State-Transition representation which, with fixture CAD information, is used in multi-level hierarchical optimization to arrive at the optima. A dejned Coverage Eflectiveness Index quantijies fault isolation performance. The index also serves to evaluate the performance eflectiveness of the measurement station location and change in the sensor number. The approach has signz$cant utility in automotive body assembly where system complexity makes the choice of sensor location vital to fault isolation performance. Examples using multifixture simulated and industrial automotive body assembly sequences are provided to illustrate the methodology.
Increase in system complexity inevitably increases the probability of system failure. An adjunct to this truism for artifacts of complexity is: failure of a single component, given conventional design practice, can lead to the malfunction of an entire device (Genesereth, 1984) . The problem of ensuring reliability in complex systems is exacerbated in the absence of effective measurement to capture failure information for diagnosis. Diagnosis in mechanical assembly systems typically requires fault localization to elements of the assembly mechanism, based on sensor measurement of assembled parts. A case in point is the assembly of the Body-in-White (BIW) -the sheet metal exoskeleton of an automobile. A significant complexity consideration is associated with its assembly, stemming from the 150-250 different fixtures used to constrain the 800 distinct'oriented surfaces which make up the BIW. Critical defects in the BIW build caused by faults in fixturing take the form of interference, instability in built-up parts, misalignments causing wind noise, water leaks, etc. Effective troubleshooting requires an effective measurement layout for fault localization. A means to obtain such a layout is proposed here, a layout which maximizes the diagnosability performance of a given sensor set, while accounting for the constraints on sensor location, number, inaccessible areas of measurement on a part, etc., encountered in industrial practice.
Sensing and Diagnosis.
A quantifiable manifestation of a fault is dimensional variability-a sensor measure which reflects part-to-part variation in assembly. In BIW assembly, sensor measurement occurs at OCMM (Optical Coordinate Measuring Machine) stations, typically installed after "critical" subassembly lines such as framing, aperture, and underbody assembly (Fig. 1) . Criticality in this context is currently only nominally defined-a measure of susceptibility of the complete assembly to failure due to build defects in a component part of the assembly. The OCMM is a laser sensor set providing noncontact measurement at a configured set of points 
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(a sensor locale). Sensor planning with multiple sensors has been used to obtain unoccluded views as an aid in assembly (Sakane et al., 1987; Tarabanis et al., 1995) , and for assessing compliance with geometric tolerances (Mason and Griin, 1995) , but not for fault localization in multi-fixture assembly.
While a failure is associated with the built-up assembly at a measurement point, the point of inception of failure may have been at any one of several assembly stages preceding the point of measurement. Thus, any manifestation of failure needs to be traced back to the element which is demonstrably the point of inception of failure. Diagnosis proceeds through a process of interaction of prediction and observation. In this context, the conventional definitions as proposed in Davis and Hamscher (1988) may be reinterpreted so that prediction indicates what the device is supposed to do in a fault situation, while observation connotes what it is actually doing in such a situation. The difference, conventionally the discrepancy, now has the connotation of "noise." A central consideration in optimizing for diagnosability is to provide a set of observations of failure, which match the set of predictions as often and as closely as possible (given noise).
An efficient optimization scheme aimed at obtaining a test strategy for diagnosis using a cost criteria is proposed in Pappu (1989) through optimizing on a test cost function, given that a test set and the associated costs are available, and the test set is manageably finite. Conventional mechanical system diagnosis using the criteria of a configuration's performance (Scar1 et al., 1988; Clark and Paasch, 1994) involves utilizing for optimization structural and functional information (from sources such as FMEA analysis, rule-bases, etc.), captured in a relationship explicitly linhng failure cause and effect. The combinatorial complexity involved in a problem domain such as sheet metal assembly however, and the need for diagnostic performance optimization make the use of these approaches infeasible. A practical approach to fault localization in a complex system involves synthesizing fault signature information directly, from knowledge of assembly structure and measurement points on the part, and building up a set of reference symptoms (Ceglarek and Shi, 1996) . Localization is achieved by identifying a fault manifestation with a single reference fault symptom. The key is to use knowledge, in the form of CAD information on fixture layout and the sensor locale, to synthesize reference symptoms in the form of a fault signature set, directly. Such a fault signa- ture set accounts for all possible fault modes for the set of all fixtures. Correspondingly, sensor data can be mapped from the variation space of measurement to this fault space. Techniques such as Principal Component Analysis provide the mapping functionality-from measurement data to a fault space matrix representation.
1.2 OptimizationforDiagnosabilityEnhancement. Optimal fault diagnosis in a multi-stage, multi-parti fixture assembly system requires:
1. The development of a methodology to obtain a sensor locale which optimally distinguishes between fault manifestations at any single fixture-addressed in Khan et al. (1998) and 2. An approach which extends the methodology to localize, with high probability, the source of the malfunction to one of the sequence of multiple fixtures used in assembly, and to the associated fixture tooling element-addressed by the overall optimality consideration proposed here.
Unlike sensor optimization aimed at obtaining measurement data with minimum variance, or for improved feature detection, the evaluation criteria for sensing in BIW assembly is the ability to consistently discriminate between plausible causes of part failure, to promote diagnosability.
Step 1 above thus requires a nontraditional problem formulation-the objective function is no longer a function of specific measurement characteristics of the sensor, or of location for feature detection; but rather it needs to be expressed in terms of the fault manifestations which are to be distinguished (Khan et al., 1998) . For a set of multiple fixtures in a multi-layer sheet metal assembly, overall optimality is constructed by their sequential inclusion at successive stages of optimization, until the whole system is optimized. A process of hierarchical optimization is proposed, with diagnostic performance at each assembly stage not suboptimized independently, but sequentially, with variables of optimization passed from stage to stage. The constraints imposed by such systems on sensor configuration choice are discussed in the next section, with the definition of a representation to present information for optimization in a structure. Details of the hierarchical optimization, wh* utilizes the assembly structure for problem decomposition and synthesis, follow. Finally, applications to a set of sheet metal assembly scenarios and to a sequence from automotive body assembly are presented.
Multi-Fixture Assembly Systems
Part assembly is initiated in fixturing at a sequence of position setting stations which aim to constrain the degrees of freedom of the part during welding to ensure a repeatable build. For the BIW, assembly starts with the Component Subassembly, where a sequence of assembly stations build up a set of large subassemblies including the Left-hand Aperture (LH-APT), the Right-hand Aperture (RH-APT), the underbody, etc., using fixturing. These built-up subassemblies feed a Framing station, where robots weld subassemblies to form a BIW (Fig. 1) .
Part constraint is provided by tooling element locators (TE) in the fixturing at Geometric stations. Fixture design aims at repeatable and stable part location with continued total restraint during assembly operations. To spatially position parts in the fixture, a 3-2-1 layout is typically provided for rigid parts and enhanced to n-2-1 for semi-rigid parts. For example, three groups of TE locators laid out in two orthogonal planes, as shown in the generic fixture of Fig. 2 for the rigid part, provide:
( 1 ) a combination of X and Z direction constraints in the primary plane using a fixed diameter or conical locating pin P I , (2) a unidirectional Z constraint using the two-way pin Pz or NC locator in the primary plane, and (3) a Y direction constraint, using the set of remaining NC locators (C1, C2, C3) in the secondary plane.
Constraints and Requirements.
The diagnosis problem is characterized bv the combinatorial com~lexitv associated with first localizing a hefect in a finished asse&bly, k e n tracing the root cause to the fixturing of an arbitrary subassembly part, and finally associating the part's symptom of failure to a TE malfunction on the fixture. A sensor placement strategy has to accommodate two constraint types: ( 1) constraints on the sensor number and (2) constraints on sensor location. The constraint on number is closely allied to that on location. Locating sensors on each fixture in the assembly is an atypical scenario. Usual practice involves sensors (such as OCMM laser sensors) located at measurement stations following a sequence of several assembly operations. The diagnosability criteria is a combination of fault type and fault source discrimination effectiveness. The diagnosabilityoptimized set of sensors for each component subassembly at a fixture cannot, due to the sensor number constraint, be aggregated to achieve "global optimal" fault discrimination. Rather, a (eclectic) mix of "locally" optimized sensors is required for overall number-constrained optimal fault discrimination at the measurement station. Given the combinatorial growth in the search space for such constrained optimization, it is necessary to impose a utilizable structure on the process. A hierarchical representation provides heuristic adequacy (in the sense of structuring the problem-solving approach, McCarthy and Hayes, 1969) to help structure and guide the search for the optimal sensor locale.
2.2
The Assembly System Representation. Ceglarek et al. ( 1994) represent the set of parts in assembly in a Hierarchical Group (HG) of Product/Process to identify and organize build characteristics at the TE level of detail. Such a simplified schematic for the BIW is provided in Fig. 3 .
Assembly station Sg assembles a critical subassembly, the LH-APT, from the subassemblies Aperture Outer Complete and Aperture Inner Complete. The Outer Complete is composed of four groups, built up at station S5 (Layer 5). At the next layer, three subassemblies constitute the input to one group-the Panel Aperture Front at station S7 (Layer 6). This taxonomy is the exact graphical equivalent of the assembly, and through the use of Cij (i indexing layer number, j the subassembly within the ith layer) for parts, and Sk for stations (k indexing station number), an exhaustive product/process sequence can be built up. TE information is incorporated in modular form for each Cij and Sk. The utility of the HG taxonomy lies in its ability to capture in significant detail sensor locales and fixture CAD information on TE positions, providing an exhaustive description of build structure. This is used in sensor optimization of the LH-APT assembly to represent CAD fixture information, which forms the input to the optimization, and to represent the sensor locale which constitutes its output.
The representation used for the optimization itself, to capture details of optimization variables and the state of the objective function evaluation, is a State-Transition form. To partition the undecomposed problem into a hierarchy of subproblems, Azarm and Li, ( 1989) suggest a decomposition along the lines of the problem's physical make-up. Such a decomposition is used here, employing directed graphs in a State-Transition representation to capture the problem's physical structure. The representation is both intuitive, with a direct mapping to and from the representation and the actual assembly, and explicit, making it possible to guarantee validity and feasibility for any represented scheme. The schema and the associated terminology are derived from and consistent with representations proposed for general assembly systems (in the context of process planning and control) in De Fazio and Whitney ( 1987, 1988) Assembly involves a sequence of operations involving two or more parts, with any attachment considered irrevocable and contributing to the final state. Sequencing in the representation is unique and immutable and retains the actual assembly sequence, capturing: ( I ) assembly state and (2) sequencing of (a) assembly operation and (b) the process of sensor locale optimization. The next section introduces the representation formalism, followed by an illustrative example of a generic assembly sequence.
2.2.1 Part Sequence Representation. In a task progression towards a built-up assembly, assembly states reflect the part configuration at the end of assembly tasks. An assembly is represented by the set of its parts and the evolving state of the assembly by the set of partitions of the subassembled parts. "Feasibility," implying both geometric feasibility (allowing for part association along a surface contact) and mechanical feasibility (feasibility of attachment at the surface contact), is conditional for representation.
The assembly sequence is representable with the initial disassembled state at the bottom (leaves), progressing upwards to a complete assembly at the top (root) node. Associated with each node is a transition to a state that can be reached from the reference state by part addition (an assembly operation). For N assembly states, the representation has a corresponding set of N partitions 01, 1 = 1, . . . , N, each comprising individual subassembly elements Oi . The index i corresponds to the number assigned to a component subassembly element at a level 1 = 1, . . . , N in the representation. The level index I reflects the positioning of the subassembly in a (tree) representation of assembly (Fig. 3) .
A generalized representation (X T) of the entire assembly sequence would involve an ordered list of partitions, a partition corresponding to a state, E X (capturing in its detail an assembly) and joined by transitions, ET (similar to the notion of "part relations" or the "liaisons" of De Fazio and Whitney (1987, 1988) , where X and T are the set of all states and transitions respectively. The ordering of the process is such that for the set of partitions capturing information of part assembly states, for i, j ( E 1):
i.e., ordering in the state progression proceeds from the bottom of the directed graph hierarchy to the top. A valid transition T has to satisfy, for the states it connects, a set of difference relations: 
The notation U( {A, B, . . . , Z ) ) is used to represent A U B U . . . U Z. Through satisfying Eqs. (2-4), the representation ensures isomorphism, maintaining a topological consistency of sequence and interconnection between the physical system structure and the data structure for optimization. In a generalized assembly, it is common for multiple part assembly to occur with more than one subassembly being built up at the same hierarchical layer. Using a State-Transition representation, which calls for single transitions between states (governed by Eqns. 2-4 above), such assembly at a single layer may be captured at succeeding levels of an equivalent,(X T ) hierarchy. such a data structure is acceptable for-the purposes of optimization, as preservation of exact equivalency of the layer in the hierarchy of process, and level in the representation, is not a criteria of adequacy as long as all assembly operations are consistently captured.
An Example
Representation. An example assembly operation involving four subcomponent parts A, B, C, and D [Fig. 4(a) ], assembled at four levels, is considered. The equivalent directed acyclic graph, capturing the hierarchy of the physical assembly (HG representation), is shown in Fig. 4(b) . The leaf nodes comprise inputs to the assembly sequence, which are then successively built up at levels 3, 2, and 1. Fig. 4(c) , where the levels correspond to the input and output states of a subassembly, and the transitions correspond to the process of assembly at a station. 4. The assembly process representation, an aggregation of geometrically and mechanically feasible assembly state X partitions with T = N -1 (=3) transitions ordered from initial to final node, is:
The representation thus comprises an ordered sequence of states, reflecting an ordered sequence of tasks, progressing from subcomponent parts at initial nodes, to a final assembled part at the terminal node.
Sensor Placement Optimization
The capability of a candidate sensor locale (a sensor locale evaluated during one optimization iteration) to distinguish between both culpable faults and culpablefixtures in an assembly sequence is the criteria of optimization performance. Such a sensor placement may be identified interchangeably with both "part" and "fixture." Both refer to a sensor layout for the measurement of variation, a symptom of a failure of part constraint in the fixture. Optimal sensor placement for an assembly sequence is the result of an optimization performed on the hierarchical decomposition of the assembly sequence into a sequence of single fixture subproblems.
3.1 Single Fixture Optimization. As detailed in Khan et al. (1998) optimization for the generic fixture configuration involves:
1. Synthesis of a signature set of six diagnostic vectors,
. .6, corresponding to fault modes associated with failures of part constraint (of fixture TEs) along six degrees of freedom, and 2. Maximizing the spread between the closest diagnostic fault vector pairings, equivalently increasing the power of a discriminant.
A discriminant in this context has the characteristic of an estimator of fault-class membership of the observed fault, to the hypothesized fault set. A diagnosability index J , quantifying performance of a sensor locale, is defined as such a discriminant for the set of all pairs of diagnostic vectors d(i):
where i and j count iterations through the (six element) diagnostic vector set in the painvise comparison. This is formulated as a search for the maximal spread of the minimum distance diagnostic vector pairings:
Constraint conditions G(x, y, z) capture physical constraints on sensor location, imposed by layout considerations, and weights Wii determine the importance of each fault in the fixture under consideration. The optimization problem is then formulated as above, with weighted squares of the vector distances. The diagnostic vectors are derived directly from CAD information on tooling element positions and candidate sensor locales. As such they are estimatable as functions of sensor positions for optimization.
3.2
Multi-Fixture Optimization. For a multi-layer assembly, the discriminant needs to reflect the membership estimation performance for the class of faults related to a fixture set, rather than to the single fixture. The set comprises fixtures that exist at hierarchical levels numerically greater than or equal to that associated with the measurement station. A trivial solution approach--would be to optimize for a sensor locale that provides a maximally dispersed diagnostic vector distribution for each such fixture. A measurement station outfitted with sensors corresponding to the composite of all such locales would provide overall optimality. The infeasibility of such a solution lies not with the approach, but with real-world constraints on sensor number and location.
The task of obtaining an overall optimal sensor locale is decomposed into one of using embedded independencies in a sense which parallels their use in belief networks (Pearl, 1986) , to obtain optimality at each subcomponent assembly. Optimality achieved for such subproblems are coordinated at a higher level in the serial structure (Kirsch, 1981; Azarm and Li, 1989) , to select solutions corresponding to an overall optimum. A combinatorial approach, over all the levels of assembly, would entail significant book-keeping complexity. Instead, the approach used is identifiable with the Multi-level Hierarchical Decision Making class of optimization (Bascaran et al., 1989) , where a hierarchy of decisions are made at sequential levels. To achieve the number-constrained optimal, each decision affects the circumstances under which the next decision is made in the form of state variables transmitted from level-to-level. Conceptually similar techniques have been utilized in the design of asynchronous digital circuits (Lin et al., 1995) and in mechanical system design (Michelena and Papalambros, 1995) .
As Kirsch ( 1981 ) points out, the procedure of decomposition and sequential optimization is more efficient for complex systems than solving the whole system simultaneously. It is especially useful in a sensor placement problem, which by its very nature must be decomposed, and where coordination is necessary. Formulated constraints, reflecting functional requirements applicable to each fixture at a layer, are applied during the optimization at the decomposed level. The use of the StateTransition representation provides a language for encoding and reasoning on independencies, and facilitates efficient distributed computation. The optimization proceeds as a traversal of this directed graph representation. It works in the manner of a goal coordination technique, but with feasibility consistently ensured by the constraint set, and improvement by a repeated evaluation of Jopt. As in single fixture optimization, G(x, y , z) constraints may be formulated to reflect part-specific requirements (to account for part features that exclude sensor location or measurement at certain points or areas on the part, e.g., hole and cutaway features on the sheet metal part), process-specific requirements (when the position or orientation of a subassembly part limits sensing or measurement, such as due to sensor occlusion etc.), or related to considerations such as economy, availability, etc. The algorithm's G constraints are formulated as functions of physical part dimensions (x, y , z) so that they may be intuitively and readily formulated to capture such requirements. Typically, in industrial implementation, the set of inequality constraints delineate the physical extents in (x, y, z) which are a viable location for an optimized sensor locale for each part. Given the serial structure, the process of hierarchical optimization could proceed in two directions [refemng to Fig. 4 (c) ] :
1. Forward Chaining : Forward (up) from the leaf nodes (at level 4) -the component part level, or 2. Backward Chaining: Backward (down) from the root node (at level 1 ) -the product level.
In both approaches, information is transmitted from level to level through state variables, which are the mapping of an optimal sensor locale at a previous level onto the next. At any level, the candidate locales are design variables with an associated sensor number design parameter. The transition function Ild(i)
11 (a function of state and design variables) is evaluated at each level over the set of all pairs of diagnostic vectors. Overall diagnostic optimality is estimated in terms of a defined index C. The initial configuration for optimization is the sensor locale currently in use in assembly, where such information is available. The estimate of optimality achieved through each of the two (Forward and Backward Chaining) approaches can be compared, and the layout providing the better diagnosis performance chosen. Optimization for Jopt is implemented as a set of function calls to the Matlab toolbox (Matlab, 1994) , implementing a sequential quadratic programming method. Optimization performance is observed to be robust to changes induced in the starting set in terms of its convergence.
3.2.1 Forward Chaining Optimization. Forward Chaining optimization involves the creation of a tree of optimal sequences (corresponding to optima for each level in the hierarchy), starting with the single fixture optimal sensor locale obtained for each subcomponent part at the bottom of the tree. The process may be represented as iteration through a sequence of steps, as optimization proceeds upwards in the State Transition (X T) hierarchy [ Fig. 4(c) ] : ~enso;'locale optimization is performed for each element 8, at the component part level (1 = 1 ), partition ON, for the fixed number of sensors defined by the functional requirements. The resultant sensor locale is associated with each element of the partition ON in the data structure. At the next and subsequent levels of optimization: for each transition T, the state is evaluated for output subas- A composite measure of the performance of all mapped sensor sets associated with the elements of partitions 0 1 , (1 = 1 . . . N) is computed for the iteration. This is obtained through relating the iterative fixture optima of Step 3 to the independent single fixture optima of Step 5.
Backward Chaining
Optimization. The alternative approach to systematic optimization involves creating a tree of optimal sequences starting with the single fixture optimal sensor locale for the product level configuration at the root of the tree. This process may be represented as iteration through a sequence of steps as optimization proceeds downward in the State Transition (X T) hierarchy [ Fig. 4(c) ] :
1. Optimality is first obtained for the element 8, at the root partition 0 1 , for the fixed number of sensors provided by the functional requirements specification. 2. This resultant sensor locale is associated with the O1 in the data structure representation. inherited sensors along the part boundary, or at areas of part overlap, is accomplished using information on the relative accessibility of one part for sensor measurement over another, from the part layout in CAD. Each of such mappings are associated with the element assembly with the notion of constituting an "inherited' ' sensor locale. Inherited sensors may be unevenly distributed between component part assemblies (dictated by part dimensions). A second-stage optimization is carried out to enhance the inherited sensor set with "supplemental" sensors whose number corresponds to the difference between the number reflecting the functional constraint on total sensors and the inherited sensor set. This composite mapped set, is associated with the { O,, 0,) for that level. The process of optimization, followed by backward mapping and supplemental sensor optimization, is continued successively to the leaf nodes.
The composite of Jop,s, associated with all unique elements of all partitions, is used to derive the overall optimal measure for the iteration, the Coverage Effectiveness Index C.
3.2.3
Coverage EfSectiveness Index. In single fixture optimization, a measure of the effectiveness of a sensor locale at fault discrimination is the Jop, associated with that locale. In the multi-fixture context, a composite measure from the set of Jopt estimates, Eq. (6), at each of the fixtures "covered" at a measurement station, is required. A Coverage Effectiveness Index, C, independently obtainable for Backward (down -Cdn), and Forward (up -Cup) Chaining approaches, is defined for this purpose. Though independently obtained, the Index is intrinsically normalized, allowing for performance comparisons across approaches. If: Jopt: denotes the optimality measure for a fixture with a locale using "inherited" and "supplemental" sensors (Step 4 in Backward Chaining Optimization) or through iterative enumeration (Step 3 in Forward Chaining Optimization), with candidate locales transmitted as state variables, and J : denotes the optimality measure for a locale for the same fixture, with optimization using arbitrarily locatable sensors (constrained only by a functional specification on sensor number), then overall optimality can be defined as being proportional to the summation of the relative performance of the fixtures' sensor locale. This is captured by the ratio of their Jop, to JZpt and evaluated at each level of assembly. The ratio approaches unity as diagnostic performance improves in the course of optimization.
In the set of all elements (U(O)) of the partitions in X = ( a 1 , 0 2 , . . . , ON), C may be defined for a subset of all unique elements (<[U(O)]) on 0, ( E Ol; 1 = 1, . . . , N). The set membership is updated during the optimization such that
where card(X) is the cardinality of the set X. An important requirement is the ability to impose a relative scale of rigorousness on the dimensional integrity of assemblies, rankmg each relative to the other. For example, in BIW automotive body assembly, some assemblies use lap joints which provide a greater level of variability "absorption" through the designed slip planes, as compared to those using butt or butt-lap combinations. Also, in line with the trend toward screw-body assembly thinking, variation in the overall assembly is often of greater significance than part subassembly variation. Optimization and 786 I Vol. 120, NOVEMBER 1998 performance evaluation must therefore incorporate a specifiable measure representing such levels of required rigorousness. A systematic method of weighting each Oi in J[U(O)] may be incorporated to achieve this. With weighted edges, the directed acyclic graph representation now takes on the characteristic of a network. In generalized terms, C with weighted priority assignments is:
The algorithm's weight value assignment provision which apriori influences sensing allocation, is designed to address the need to incorporate a user's practical experience with the assembly system's diagnostic needs. Careful and consistent weight selection is needed in the absence of a generalizable trend in sensitivity analysis of the influence of weighting. The optimization may be repeated with weight values in a narrow range around the desired selection, before settling on a weight set.
To provide a normalized scale to compare both weighted and unweighted estimates of C, a constraint is imposed in the algorithm on the distribution of such weights w4 ( 2 0 ) :
which frees the weighted structure of inconsistencies. For the four-element widget set assembly ( Fig. 3 ) :
Forward Chaining Optimization:
Cup is updated at every stage of the optimization, so that at the completion of the sequence:
" * " refers to Jopt evaluation for the corresponding transition. Cup may be obtained for the unweighted instance as a special case of Eq. (10) (unit weight assignments), by dividing by card (<[U (@)I ) .
Backward Chaining Optimization:
Cdn is similarly updated at every stage of the optimization, so that at the end of the sequence:
Transactions of the ASME Again, the magnitude of the unweighted Cd, may be obtained as for Cup.
In the optimization for a given assembly sequence, both Forward and Backward Chaining approaches are utilized to obtain corresponding Cup and Cd, indices. Weighted or unweighted analysis can be used, depending on the relative importance of diagnosability performance at a fixture. The sensor locale corresponding to the approach providing more effective coverage may then be implemented at the measurement station. Coverage effectiveness is determined by the magnitude of the C index for the locale. The index is not physically interpretable, but instead a comparison among alternate configurations. The relative improvement in percent terms, over an existing configuration or competing alternative decides which locale provides significant diagnosability enhancement.
Additional Pe@ormance Criteria.
Additional criteria characterizing the performance of a sensor locale can be defined based on trends of optimization results for 2, 3, . . . , N levels. The trends help in estimating:
1. The "Maximum Effective Depth," expressed in terms of levels of the assembly, whose faults can be effectively diagnosed at a measurement station, and 2. The impact of change in the sensor number constraint on overall optimality.
The concept of "Maximum Effective Depth" of sensor coverage is critical to sensor planning for multi-layer assembly. Given the dual diagnosability requirements of fault source and fault type discrimination at the measurement station, planning involves resolving the issue of which level of the assembly hierarchy would benefit most from the allocation of a measurement station with an optimal sensor locale. Using a criteria based on Coverage Effectiveness trends, a spanning distance (the maximum distance (in levels) of the measurement station from a fixture whose closest point of fault measurement is the station in question) is fixed. This determines the n levels of N , constituting the maximum depth beyond which there is marked fall-off in fault source diagnosability. Maximum Effective Depth establishepa quantifiable measure of the "criticality" of a measurement station.
Changes involving sensor number directly affect fault type discrimination performance. The performance associated with an effective sensor number results from a design parameter change, which provides equivalent diagnosability to a configuration involving the use of one more sensor. The notion of "equivalent diagnosability" is established based on problemspecific criteria of economy, space availability, etc. The effective sensor number is associated with the criteria of Maximum Effective Depth. In general, increasing or decreasing available sensor numbers through altering the maximum sensor constraint improves or diminishes fault diagnosability. However, with increase in spanning distance, the impact of sensor number increase becomes less pronounced-increase in sensor number at sufficiently large spanning distances provides virtually no increase in the diagnosability characteristic.
Both criteria may be evaluated and compared for different assembly scenarios, and provide a decision-making functionality in sensor planning. Their evaluation is presented in the context of a generalized fixture modeling example in the following section.
Implementation Scenarios
A simple two-layer assembly sequence is utilized to illustrate the Forward and Backward Chaining optimization approaches. Results are then provided for optimization carried out on threeand four-layer assembly systems. Inferences are drawn based on the performance measure criteria for each assembly sequence. As in Khan et al. (1998) , the optimal sensor locale is configured with three sensors, which is maintained as the upper limit on the available sensor number throughout. The LH-APT fixture optimization has a similar practical number constraint. Tracking of performance trends with a different sensor number is then introduced. Finally, the implementation of the algorithm to the LH-APT assembly sequence in a utility vehicle production line is presented. Geometric data corresponding to production fixturing, are as represented in CATIA-Solid Modeler.' 4.1 Optimization: Assembly in Two Layers. A simple two-layer assembly is considered, with a generic fixture configuration at each stage. Part dimensions, sensor locale, TEs, and the State-Transition representation is shown in Fig. 5 . Step 1: Optimization is first performed at the leaf level partition, utilizing TE and candidate sensor positions (typically CAD data) for each element in the partition. Diagnostic vectors, d ( i ) , are generated for each fixture in the hierarchy. Optimization is initiated with the candidate locale shown in Fig. 5 ( a ) , (b) , and an optimal locale generated for ea$ of the parts A and B. The obtained optimals Jopt (= J&) are Jopt({A ) ) = 1.8515, and Jopt ( { B } ) = 1.7464, with locale coordinates as shown in Fig.  6 (a).
Step 2: The corresponding locale is then associated with each element {A ) , { B } , of the partition.
Step 3: Optimization then proceeds to the next (final) partition (Fig. 6 W ) .
Step 4: The optimal locale corresponding to the maximum J , is associated with this layer of the structure, after a coordinate transformation of the component part sensor locales to the new assembled part AB coordinates: Jopt( { { AB } } ) = 1.7822.
Step 5: A JZpt estimate is now obtained for the { {AB } } partition utilizing the identical fault vector as above, with a threesensor constraint, starting with the initial candidate locale (Fig.  5(d) ) for {AB). For this assembly sequence, this step corresponds to the first step in the Backward Chaining Optimization. The corresponding J&, (coordinates of the sensor locale in Fig.  7 ( a ) ) is 1.9131.
4.1.2 Backward Chaining Optimization. Results of each stage of optimization, corresponding to optimal coverage effectiveness, are provided in Fig. 7 .
Step 1: Optimization in Backward Chaining starts at the goal configuration partition, { { AB ) } . Based on the d ( i ) formulation for assembled part AB, an optimal sensor locale configuration is obtained.
Step 2: Jopt ( = J&,) and locale coordinates in the {AB ) frame are associated with O1 in the data structure.
Step 3: The O1 sensor locale is mapped, based on part dimensions in {A } and { B } coordinate frames, onto elements {A ) { B } . The mapping in this instance maps a single sensor (designated abl ) onto subassembly {A } , and two sensors (ab2, ab3 ) onto subassembly { B } .
Step 4: The mapped positions constitute the "inherited" sensor locale associated with each subassembly.
Step 5: The number constraint on total sensors is imposed to obtain the supplemental sensor set-two sensors on {A } and one on { B } . Jopts are: Jopt( {A ) ) = 1.7955 and Jopt( { B ) ) = 1.6227 (Fig. 7(b) ).
. . (1 1) as applied to a two-layer assembly]. For the unweighted case, using the Jopt estimates, Cup = 0.9772 and Cdn = 0.9663. The results may be intuitively explained in this simple twolayer case, given the best obtainable value of C as unity, and the assumption (unweighted) that subcomponent assembly ( { { A ) { B ) ) ) diagnosability is as important as the built-up assembly ( { { AB ) ) ) . Forward Chaining provides the best obtainable optimality (J&) for both subassemblies, and J, , , optimality for the built-up assembly. On the other hand, Backward Chaining provides the best obtainable optimality (JZp,) only for the single built-up assembly, and Jopt optimality for the two component subassemblies. Given equally rigorous diagnosability requirements at each level (for all three parts), Cup thus provides a more attractive diagnosability characteristic.
This underscores the importance of weighted prioritization. Assigning higher priority weighting for the built-up assembly: woo = 0.8, compared to component subassemblies: woU = wo, = 0.1 (satisfying Eqn. 9), we have Cup (weighted) = 0.9452 and Cdn (weighted) = 0.9898. Now Cdn provides the more attractive characteristic. Consistent weighting, reflecting a user's experience-based decision to bias sensing allocation on specific parts etc., thus focuses performance improvement where required (diagnosability of more complex built-up assembly fixture faults).
Optimization:
Assembly in Additional Layers. Optimization, when continued to additional layers of assembly, helps to determine if an observed deterioration in diagnosability from the Depth criteria evaluation could be offset by an increase in sensor number.
4.2.1 Maximum Effective Depth. Figure 8 ( a ) tracks performance changes with an increase in the number of levels of assembly to three and four. The J& for a single fixture (for part B ) is obtained as in the first step of Forward Chaining Optimization in the two-layer assembly. As this constitutes optimal diagnosability at the single fixture (the implication is that measurement is local to the fixture), the corresponding C is unity.
Optimization is now extended to a three-layer assembly [ Fig. 9(a), (b)] . The three-sensor constraint is uniformly applied at each layer of the assembly, for both Forward and Backward chaining approaches. As can be seen from Fig. 8(a) , there is a fall-off, albeit slight, in both Cup and Cdn. However, as soon as we increase the spanning distance to four levels [ Fig. 9 (c),
, optimization results in an appreciable drop in diagnosability (both in Cup and Cdn). Trend graphs [Fig. 8 (b) , (c) ] capturing Coverage Effectiveness performance as a function of assembly complexity (in levels), reflect this abrupt fall-off at four levels.
The trend suggests that good diagnosability performance for this assembly configuration is retained to a Maximum Effective Depth of three levels. Utilizing the same measurement station for additional levels of assembly is not recommended, due to the risk of degrading performance. Instead, to sustain diagnosability performance, additional measurement stations need to be added to the hierarchy. As the C index is a normalized composite of the optimality measures at different levels (for comparison), an absolute C criterion (performance below which is indicative of having exceeded Maximum Effective Depth), cannot be obtained. A trend graph's fall-off at a particular spanning distance, serves instead as a criterion.
4.2.2 Impact of Re@ction in Sensor Number. This can be studied by consistently applying a new number constraint at each level in a fresh run of optimization. A sensor number constraint of three sensors was used consistently in optimizations performed in the previous sections. Thus, for the two subassemblies assembled at each layer in the example configurations, optimization was carried out on a total of six sensors. The impact of sensor reduction can be estimated by allotting a total of five sensors (for example) to each layer. Optimization is used to determine the best sensor allottment to subassemblies for fault coverage with the reduced sensor set available, with the objective of not causing significant deterioration in diagnosability.
For the new sensor locales, either set of indices (Cdn or Cup) may be compared, with the corresponding performance for the original six-sensor-per-level distribution. For the weighted Cdn, for example, percent reduction figures are shown in the table of Fig. 10 . Negative values indicate performance lower than the equivalent six-sensor optimization. It can be seen that optimized performance with five sensors is lower in all instances; but that the impact of reduced sensor coverage diminishes to virtually zero [ Fig. lO(b) ] at a spanning distance beyond the Maximum Effective Depth (greater than three levels for this assembly sequence). The implication is that the addition of one more sensor does not enhance performance enough to compensate for diagnosability deterioration beyond Maximum Effective Depth.
Optimization: LH-APT Assembly.
The build-up of the BIW follows the process captured in block representation form in Fig. 1 and as an HG in Fig. 3 make the use of multiple sensors at these locations impracticable (i.e., process-specific constraint). In general, larger, more complex parts tend to possess failure modes less amenable to other non-sensor-based diagnosis procedures (based on simple experiments and part location studies on the fixture) than smaller parts. The emphasis in optimization is on larger structural part misalignments that contribute significantly to built-up assembly variation. Problem-specific formulation is vital, as implied constraints not included in the original formulation tend to be violated during optimization. This is accomplished in both the State-Transition representation of Fig. 11 (g) through identifying only structural parts, and in the associated constrained optimization routine through explicit inequality constraints [Eq.
case (Khan et al., 1998) , sensor planning in multi-layer assembly is also associated with the OCMM positioned at the end of the LH-APT subassembly line (layer 4 in Fig. 1 ) , but sensing is now aimed at localizing and diagnosing fault conditions associated with fixturing both at layer 4 and at preceding layers ( 5 and 6). Part schematics are provided in Fig. 1 1. A set of application-specific constraints need to be incorporated in the optimization for the LH-APT. One is restriction of the search for optimality to "islands" of sheet metal away from the door, fuel cap openings, etc., on the aperture (i.e., partspecific constraint). Another constraint reflects the location and small size of components (specifically C5,7, C6,4 and C6,6), which Forward Chaining optimization was then carried out; results are tabulated in Fig. 12 for each subassembly. An unweighted analysis provides a significant diagnosability enhancement of 42 percent, with an overall Coverage Effectiveness Index value of Cup = 0.9447, providing J$, optimality for subassemblies C4,1, C5,5, C5,6, and C5,8, and J,,, optimality for built-up assemblies C3,4 and C4,2. The Backward Chaining Optimization procedure also affords an enhanced diagnosability characteristic with Cdn = 0.9299, corresponding to a 40 percent improvement in diagnosability, compared to the existing sensor configuration in use at the assembly facility (Js are included in Fig. 12 ). Backward Chaining provides JZp, optimality for C3,4 and J,,, optimality for all other subassemblies.
An analysis utilizing weighted requirements at different fixtures, based on the rigorousness of the dimensional integrity requirement, yields an opposite trend to the estimate on C obtained for Forward and Backward Chaining above, with Cup (weighted) = 0.9379 and Cdn (weighted) = 0.9878 -a 28 percent and a 34 percent improvement respectively. The weighting however was ad-hoc; synthesized from experiencebased estimates of the increased fault propensity of fixturing at S3, compared to fixturing at other stations. Increase in reliability of the weight estimation methodology implies increased practical utility of weighted optimization results; particularly when subassembly variation compensation is often sought in final assembly stages.
The validity of utilizing the existing LH-APT measurement setup, with OCMM measurements at layer 4, can be tested utilizing the Maximum Effective Depth criteria. Utilizing unweighted backward optimization as an example, the trend for fall-off is seen to be from 1 (single level), to 0.9503 (two levels), to 0.9299 (three levels). This reveals coverage effectiveness levels that are still high at three levels, implying that the operating coverage depth is within Maximum Effective Depth. Thus, OCMM coverage at the measurement station, covering three levels of assembly (4, 5, and 6), can thus be deemed adequate. As the optimization requirement in LH-APT assembly involves the optimal rearrangement of an existing sensor set, analysis to identify criteria of reduction in the sensor number is not pertinent to this problem. Such criteria are of value and must be explored at the sensor measurement planning and design stages to arrive at an economically and functionally optimal sensor number, prior to sensor installation and initial measurement station set-up.
A similar optimization process is followed to obtain the optimal sensor locale for diagnosis on the Aperture Inner Complete subassembly, built up at stations S4 and S6. Here, sensing is required at points in the interior of the vehicle. Consequently, optimization is carried out with a sensor set specification independent of that used for the Outer Complete assembly, and sensors (at ogtimal locale positions) incorporated for vehicle interior sensing at the measurement station.
Summary and Conclusions
Sensor placement is of key importance in fault diagnosis schemes for in-line tooling equipment. A framework for the extension of single fixture diagnosability enhancement to general multi-levellfixture sheet metal assembly has been provided and illustrated with examples. The problem setting is characterized by a difficulty in fault diagnosis resulting from the typical ad-hoc sensor location schemes. The requirement is to optimize diagnosability performance by configuring the layout of a fixed sensor set. The sensor placement methodology presented utilizes a hierarchical optimization method based on a representation of assembly structure and a fault signature set, to obtain an optimal diagnosability in the generalized multi-fixture assembly scenario. The optimization accounts for part and process constraints on sensor location, number, and restricted dimension sensor measurement (non-collocated sensors), and provides a sensor placement scheme that is optimally efficient and feasible. A transition function, constructed directly from the fixture CAD information, is evaluated successively over the set of all pairs of diagnostic fault vectors. Overall number-constrained optimality is built up through the decomposition utilizing the hierarchical scheme to obtain optimality in subcomponent part fault isolation, unified through transmission of state variables from level to level in the assembly process. The optimization displays resiliency to variation in initial value choice, converging to uniformly repeatable optima. Significant diagnosability improvements were obtained in an analysis of an example automotive body assembly sequence. The optimization methodology, while targeted at BIW assembly, has utility in generic multisensorlmulti-fixture measurement layout planning for optimal diagnosis of component faults.
